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Provincial Treasury Scoops 10th Clean Audit 

Over the years, the department has demonstrated its resolve to be the centre of excellence in the management of public 
finances. Testimony to this fact, KZN Treasury has once again received its 10th consecutive clean audit report- a milestone 
and an historic moment in the history of public administration. 

This achievement is a direct consequence of consistently and efficiently implementing all the elements of good
governance, characterised by prudent financial controls.

Unfortunately however, not all public institutions have mastered the art of good governance. This is evident from the
persistent negative findings by the Auditor General.  The Provincial Treasury has been called upon by the 
Executive Council to intensify its support to departments, with a view to assisting them to improve their audit outcomes.
 

The concept of good governance has been measured, studied and defined by numerous agents, international
organisations and academics around the world, who have developed an array of theories as well as multiple and
diverse standards for outlining what constitutes good governance. 

Ultimately, adequate horizontal administrative procedures concerning human resource management and public 
financial management are crucial for the achievement of good financial outcomes. KZN Treasury is committed to 
continuously apply the best financial protocols as dictated by the Public Finance Management Act and Treasury 
Regulations.  

As our MEC, Hon. Ravi Pillay said: “the Provincial Treasury, an institution historically tasked with being the guardians of 
the public purse, is determined to play a part as a contributor to an environment conducive to investments and job 
creation. More than ever, as the provincial government, we are determined to continue on our path of fiscal discipline 
and fiscal consolidation. For the past eight years, this province has not deviated from its budget by more than 1% and 
this will continue. There is no place in our plan of action for fraud and corruption and neither is there room for failure’.

For the year ahead, Treasury has been requested to support departments and municipalities in the following areas:

• Reducing irregular expenditure by strengthening supply chain management;
• Implementing audit improvement plans;
• Enforcing the fiscal austerity measures
• Supporting infrastructure delivery through Infrastructure Development Management System (IDMS) for both   
 departments and municipalities

•	 Support municipalities with proper budgeting, and,
• Enhance risk management in departments.

As KZN Provincial Treasury, we pride ourselves for having strong and dedicated team of professionals who, while paying 
attention to detail, work collaboratively and efficiently with other departments, public entities and municipalities to make 
this province an envy of others in the management of fiscal resources in the country. We look forward to receiving another 
clean audit report in the year ahead and hope that the entire province will improve on its audit outcomes for 2019/20. 
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Service Excellence Awards 

Provincial Treasury celebrated its 10 Years of Clean Audit after the department 
was awarded the clean bill of health by Auditor General recently.

In celebration of this feat, the department and Standard Bank, acknowledged 
the staff for the consistent 10 years excellent service that they rendered in 
consecutive years over the decade, making the department the best 
Provincial Treasury in the South Africa.
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Operation Sukuma Sakhe, Ward 11 Eshowe

Operation Sukuma Sakhe in King Cetshwayo District Municipality. MEC assessed various government projects and  directed officials 
from responsible departments to intervene where there are problems and to commit to clear time frames .

MEC Ravi Pillay, accompanied by Acting HOD for Agriculture, Neli Shezi, and other government officials 

descended on Ward 11 in Umlalazi Municipality, Eshowe as part of Operation Sukuma Sakhe. 

The day started with the MEC visiting Sunnydale High School where he got a briefing about the school's academ-
ic programme, its challenges and target pass rate for the current academic year. Thereafter it was off to a meet-
ing, which was also attended by various stakeholders including representatives of civil society formations, local 

councillors, and officials from various government departments.   During that meeting, held at the Ward 11 War-room, 
the MEC, the Acting HOD and officials received a comprehensive briefing on the state of the ward.  The report given 
included some success stories and varied challenges that ranged from concerns about road infrastructure to concerns 
about the relocation of a community garden to a new site.  MEC Pillay then visited a crèche nearby, where he donated 
toys and planted trees.  Thereafter the MEC and his team visited the site of a new housing development was visited.  

The last site visit was to the taxi rank where MEC Pillay and the officials engaged with traders on a number of 
challenges they are facing.  To wrap up his engagements with community members, MEC Pillay attended a 
community meeting at Sunnydale Hall.  The meeting served as a platform for residents to engage directly with the 
MEC and acting HOD, on service delivery issues.  After listening to various concerns raised, the MEC directed officials 
from responsible departments to intervene and to commit to clear time frames within which those will be attended to.
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KZN FINANCE MEC CALLS ON MEN TO BE AT THE FOREFRONT IN THE WAR 
AGAINST GENDER BASED VIOLENCE AND THE ABUSE OF WOMEN AND CHILDREN 

MEC Ravi Pillay, has called on all sectors of society to join in the fight against violence directed at women and children.

MEC Pillay also called on all South African men to be at the forefront of efforts to fight gender-based violence adding that 
this war should be waged daily and everywhere.

“It is our collective duty to fight this scourge. We should talk about it while sitting at the dinner table. We should preach about 
it at our places of worship. We should teach our children about it at school. We should discuss it during our bus and taxi rides 
to work. We should support those who are victims of the violence and not encourage a culture of silence. We must stand 
up and report those who are guilty of committing these crimes, no matter the positions they hold in society,” MEC Pillay said.

He was speaking at the uMgungundlovu District launch of the 16 Days of Activism for No Violence Against Women and 
Children campaign. The launch was held in Bruntville in Mooi River and was attended by thousands of people including 
religious and community leaders. He said the numbers of women and children who get murdered each day was 
staggering and men needed to be at the forefront of all efforts to end the scourge. MEC Pillay also reported back on the 
Emergency Action Plan announced by President Cyril Ramaphosa in October.

The government has reprioritised R1.6 billion for the plan which focuses on improving access to justice for survivors of
violence and prevention campaigns to change attitudes and behaviour. MEC Pillay was joined by religious leaders in 

leading a march to raise awareness
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Importance of Sound Employee Relations In The Workplace

Mr. Herbet Ngcobo: Labour Desk (Human Resources)

The article for the previous quarter covered the ‘importance of sound interpersonal relations in the workplace’.  The 
purpose was to stress the significant role played by employees/officials in any organisation, including the Public 
Service, for its healthy continued survival.  The Public Service is a highly regulated entity in which compliance with 
prescripts cannot be compromised.  For instance, Regulation 14 of the Public Service Regulations, 2016 provides for among 
other things; the optimal development of employees and the promotion of sound labour and interpersonal relations.  

Regulation 14 thus addresses three main important elements within the employment setting, the optimal development 
of employees; the promotion of sound labour relations; and promotion of sound interpersonal relations.  In relations to 
this Regulation, the previous articles respectively covered ‘employee as a key resource in an organisation’ highlight-
ing the importance of their development, and the ‘importance of sound interpersonal relations’.  This article covers the 
importance of healthy and sound ‘employee relations’ in the workplace which in a traditional way refers to labour relations.

Employee relations refers to a company’s or organisation’s efforts to manage relationships between 
employers and employees (Paulina M 2018).  Generally, employee relations refers to the relationship between 
employers and employees in or at workplaces.  One needs to understand that employees are the 
important stakeholders in an organisation and have a meaningful contributory role to play (in the said 
organisation).  Pauline further says that an organisation with a good employee relations programmes provides fair 
and consistent treatment to all employees so they will be committed to their jobs and remain loyal to the company.  

Creating/cultivating, maintaining, managing, and enhancing sound employee relations can pose a serious challenge 
for supervisors and/or managers.  However, it is a challenge that can be addressed either through appropriate courses/
workshops or by an employee relations practitioner within the said organisation.  An employee relations practitioner 
plays a crucial role in creating, managing and enhancing employee relations; even mending broken or damaged 
employee relations within the organisation. It would therefore be an unfortunate situation if the employee relations 
practitioner were to be responsible for causing conflict/s or sour relations with any employee or employees in the 
workplace as that could lead to employees/officials losing trust in such an official.  

Building sound employee relations calls for cooperation between the employer and employees within an 
organisation.  This cooperation is often underpinned by the existence of sound communication within the workplace 
(between the employer and employees and/or amongst employees).  Effective communication skills play a 
key role in cultivating, managing and maintaining sound employee relations in the workplace.  It therefore needs 
to be practiced and mastered even if it means attending relevant courses or workshops (on communication and
employee relations).  It surely constitutes good investment for an organisation in particular and employees in general. 

An employer who communicates with his/her employees/officials will get a sense of what their needs are, 
as such he/she will be in a position to address their needs in the best possible way.  It is essential to be 
open and honest with your workforce otherwise your organisation’s reputation and credibility will be at risk.    

Employees as important stakeholders need to be informed of what is going on/happening in an organisation/
company, the latest developments, including management’s plans as well as how those plans may affect 
or impact their jobs.  Otherwise there could be mistrust of leadership and/or damage to employee morale. 

According to Down (2019), engaging with your employees is vital if you want to make sure they stay happy and
productive.  She recommends that you need to consider their:

• Motivation,
• Job satisfaction,
• Workflow and expectations,
• Shared purpose and role,

• work effort

Healthy and sound employee relations (sound labour relations) are characterised by mutual trust between the 
employer and employees.  This is an environment in which an employer trusts his employee and an 
employee trusts his employer.  It is conducive to building a relation between both parties underpinned by 
positive engagement where they understand the outcomes no matter the outcomes.  As long as there is 
compliance with the prevailing/relevant prescripts, what is important is the reasons given.  It is an environment 
where both parties can contribute to the development of the organisation and personal development of employees.  

Continued engagement with your employees gives them a sense of belonging to the organisation.  They always 
feel valued as assets rather than liabilities, they can remain committed to the organisation because they are happy.  
Generally, happy employees are productive employees. 
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MEC Donates Sewing Machines To A Women-Led Co-Operative 

MEC Ravi Pillay, brought smiles to UBuhlebengqondo Co-operative by donating the much-needed equipment.

MEC donated four industrial sewing machines, one domestic sewing machine, and an overlocker to
UBuhlebengqondo Sewing Co-operative based in Ezinqoleni outside Port Shepstone, KwaZulu-Natal. The Apparel 
and Textile Association of South Africa (Atasa) also donated fabrics to the Cooperative. 

The three-year old co-operative is a success story as it is able to generate employment for local women through 
a poultry farming project and a sewing project. The sewing project has even attracted orders from schools in the 
Eastern Cape.  Speaking at a packed Farmers’ Hall where he was engaging with the community, MEC said 
co-operatives are an important element in growing the economy and creating jobs. “As government, we 
want to encourage communities to start own businesses and co-operatives in order to alleviate poverty and 
generate job opportunities. This co-operative is showing direction on how we need to collectively build our 
economy and create jobs. They need to be further supported on how to run their business,” he said.  
MEC Pillay said they are happy the co-operative is also doing poultry farming because agriculture is another key 
sector that will help drive economic growth. 

Deputy Mayor of Ugu District Municipality, Pumlile Mthiyane, said the visit by Finance MEC is not only going to 
encourage UBuhlebengqondo Co-operative but other people will also feel encouraged to stand up and do 
things for themselves. “Our economy needs hard working people so that we reduce reliance on government. As 
government, we are determined to deliver services to our communities. Currently we have a water problem in the 
district, but I want to assure everyone that the District Municipality and the Provincial Government are working to-
gether to address this problem that has seen many people suffering,” she said.

Chairperson of Ubuhlebengqondo Co-operative, Mildred Phewa, said the donation and mentorship is going to help 
them grow and create more employment for the locals. “We are grateful for MEC Pillay’s donation to our sewing 
project. We will now be able to expand and hopefully allow other people to benefit,” said Phewa.
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President Cyril Ramaphosa recently visited the Province of 
KwaZulu-Natal, to launch the metropolitan version of the 

District Development Model at the eThekwini (Durban) 

Metropolitan Municipality.  This follows the successful rural 

pilot launch of the District Development Model at the OR 

Tambo District Municipality in the Eastern Cape Province 
on 17 September 2019. The  Cabinet-approved District 

Development Model is due for implementation in all of 

South Africa’s 44 municipal Districts and 8 Metropolitans.

Inspired by the Khawuleza (hurry up) call to action, the 

District Development Model aims to accelerate, align and 
integrate service delivery under a single development plan 
per district or metro that is developed jointly by national,
provincial and local government as well as 
business, labour and community in each district.

Each district plan ensures that national priorities such as 
economic growth and employment; improvements to living 
conditions; the fight against crime and corruption and 
better education outcomes are attended to in the 
locality concerned.This development approach ensures 
that planning and spending across the three spheres of 
government is integrated and aligned and that each 
district or metro plan is developed with the interests 
and input of communities taken into account upfront.

The eThekwini Metropolitan Municipality, as one of the 8 

Metropolitan municipalities in the country, is a significant 

contributor to the national economy and is required to 
be a conducive environment for job creation through lo-
cal and foreign investment, and for addressing such 

challenges as poverty, inequality and spatial transformation. 

The eight metros are the drivers of the national economy, 

generating 52.5% of GDP, 57.2% of national employment, 

and 65% of all taxable income.

The eThekwini Metropolitan Municipality achieved an 

annual growth rate of 0.94% in 2018 which is similar to the 

provincial growth rate, and higher than the national rate 

of 0.79%. 

With the realisation that metropolitan areas are critical 
sites of creativity and innovation, the three spheres of 
government are investing a total of R28.6 billion in the next 
5 years within the eThekwini metropolitan municipality to 
jointly respond to the developmental challenges in the area. 

President Ramaphosa visited the Dube Trade Port

Special Economic Zone, which is a  catalyst for the 

Durban Aerotropolis. It comprises airfreight facilities, 

the Dube Cargo Terminal, light industrial manufacturing 

and logistics and the Dube TradeZone, as well as an

integrated agricultural precinct with a plant 

propagation laboratory, glass greenhouses, pack houses 
and distribution facilities. 

The President also visited the Mara Phone Manufacturing 

Plant which is housed at the Dube Trade Port. The Mara 

Group announced plans to manufacture  affordable smart

phones in South Africa at the inaugural South African Invest

ment Conference held in November 2018. Mara Phones 

will manufacture two smartphones developed in partner

ship with Google, as part of the Android One Program. 

President Ramaphosa was accompanied by Deputy 

President David Mabuza, Premier Sihle Zikalala members of 

the National, Provincial Executive and Mayoral Committee.

MEC Ravi Pillay launched the model in the 

uMgungundlovu District in November 2019.  

President Ramaphosa Launches the District Development Model 
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MEC Ravi Pillay tabled the 2019/2020 Adjustments Budget at the KZN Provincial Legislature.

Delivering his speech, MEC Pillay unpacked the allocation of additional funds, approved roll-overs and the movement of funds 
between departments.

Some of the highlights, of the speech included the following:

• Gender Based Violence programmes under Social Development receive R14.4 million. These funds are allocated due to the 
importance of fighting Gender Based Violence. These funds will be used to appoint 80 Social Workers for a period of five months 
(November to March) and to provide these with the required tools of trade.

• School Security under Education is allocated R41.2 million. These additional funds are for the provision of school safety 
 volunteers in view of the recent violence and criminal activities taking place in schools.

• Water, Sanitation and Electricity Backlog Study under COGTA receives R100.6 million. The programme is to not only focus on 
existing backlogs, but to rather assess the state of existing infrastructure. The primary focus areas are water, sanitation and 
electricity.

President Ramaphosa Launches the District Development Model MEC Pillay Tables the 2019/2020 Adjustments Budget 
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Education System in South Africa

Article: Courtesy of Economic Analysis 

On the 26th September 2019, the Department of Basic Education (DBE) announced a General Education Certificate 
(GEC) which is aimed at providing a basis for learning in further education and training (FET), and establish a firm 
foundation for skills development that will prepare learners for the labour market. Further, GEC is expected to address 
the current problem of school drop-out rates by young people particularly at lower to upper secondary education level, 
as most of them leave with no National Qualification Framework (NQF) qualifications with which to navigate the labour 
market.  

School drop-out rates is apparent from the number of learners who write the National Senior Certificate (NSC)   

Examinations each year, which normally revolves around 50 percent of learners who were enrolled in grade 10. For 
instance, only 512 735 learners wrote examinations in 2018, whereas they were about 1 104 749 in grade 10 when they 
started the FET band. This implies that approximately 50 percent of learners dropped out mostly at Grade 10 and 11.

The growing number of young people who leave education without completing matric is among the factors that con-
tribute to the rising unemployment rate especially among the youth population. In evidence, the quarterly labour force 
survey (QLFS) reveals that unemployment rate is high among people with less than a matric level of education at 57 
percent, followed by those with only matric at 33.4 percent (Stats SA, 2019). Therefore, by reducing the number of young 
people with no NQF qualifications, GEC will play a critical role in dealing with the skills deficit in the country which is also 
cited as the major contributor to the structural youth unemployment.

Notwithstanding the positive role that GEC is expected to have, there is a significant need to relook at the quality of the 
education system especially the early childhood development (ECD) and primary level education. This is because the 
country continues to rank bottom in international assessments in terms of reading and numeracy (TIMSS and PIRLS ) for 
grade 4 and grade 8. South Africa is in line with other countries in terms of expenditure on education as a percentage of 
GDP at 6%, but the educational outcomes are much lower than of those countries.

Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) and Progress in International Reading Literacy Study (PIRLS)
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MEC, Ravi Pillay, fulfilled his commitment to two schools in 
Dududu, on the KZN south coast, when he handed over 
school uniforms to 200 deserving pupils.

Overjoyed principals, parents and pupils of two no-fee 
schools heaped praises on Pillay saying the gesture would 
go a long way in helping pupils from struggling families and 
that this would no doubt have a positive impact on the 
academic results at the two schools. A total of 100 pupils 
from Dududu Junior Primary School and another 100 from 
Phindavele High School were recipients of the uniform 
packs which included shoes, socks, trousers, shirts, jerseys 
and ties. Speaking at the event he explained that the pro-
gramme formed part of his constituency work. For the past 
two terms of government his constituency office had been 
in Umzinto but he will now occupy a constituency office in 
Durban. 

MEC Pillay said he hoped the school uniforms gesture 
would not only foster a sense of pride among pupils but 
that it will also boost their confidence, something that will 
have a good bearing on their performance in school. He 
reminded parents and pupils that the current government 

has always strived to be a responsive and a caring govern-
ment of the people and that the donation of uniforms was 
therefore in line with that principle. He said handing out the 
uniforms now before the end of the academic year will en-
sure that the pupils who are recipients will be ready for day 
one of school next year. Slindile Gwala, the chairperson of 
Dududu Primary School Governing Body said: “This will defi-
nitely have a huge impact. This will encourage the learners 
to do well in class. For us as parents it means that when the 
next academic year begins we have less to worry about 
because the MEC has intervened.” 

The principal of Phindavele, Nkosinathi Cele echoed similar 
sentiments saying donated to needy learners at Phindavele 
will go a long way. The success of the learners will increase 
and the pass rate will definitely increase. The pride of the 
learners will be restored and we hope that this will also lead 
to them liking the school and enjoying coming to school 
more. Phindavele Pupils 20-year-old Zethembe Mntambo 
who is in Grade 11 and 18-year-old Zwanani Gumede who 
is in Grade 10, expressed gratitude about the uniforms say-
ing going to school in new uniforms will be more fun.

MEC PILLAY, HANDS OVER 200 SCHOOL UNIFORM PACKS TO NEEDY LEARNERS IN 
DUDUDU.
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KWAZULU-NATAL GOVERNMENT PRAISED AS MORE THAN 50 ASPIRANT YOUTH 

ENTREPRENEURS RECEIVE A WHOPPING R71 MILLION FUNDING

The KwaZulu-Natal government begun its bold youth 

entrepreneurship revolution by awarding grants totalling 
R71.4 million to 55 youth owned business enterprises.

Early this year, the provincial government launched the 
Youth Business Development Fund which is geared towards 
finding a long-term solution for youth entrepreneurs who 
do not qualify for bank loans due to a lack of credit his-
tory or collateral. Young people were invited to submit their 
proposals which have in the past few months been sub-
jected to thorough scrutiny and evaluation to find worthy 
and deserving  recipients.

Speaking during the awarding of grants in Pietermaritzburg 
today, KwaZulu-Natal Premier, Mr Sihle Zikalala said small 
business development was a cornerstone of sustainable 
development, inclusive prosperity, and countering high 
unemployment.

“Today represents a day of great joy and a sense of
fulfilment for our nation and the youth of KwaZulu-Natal,” said 
the Premier. He said 2246 applications were received and 
processed. Of these, 448 were shortlisted for due diligence, 
and 55 were ultimately awarded grants totalling R71. 4 million. 

Premier Zikalala explained that the Department of 
Economic Development, Tourism and Environmental 
Affairs had also contributed towards the capitalization of 
the fund. “We want to encourage all applicants who were 
not successful this time around not to give up or to even 
think their efforts were meaningless. We encourage our 
young people to apply during the second phase of the 
funding which will be announced soon."

The Premier said government was highly encouraged to 
see the youth of KZN making strides to own their businesses, 

adding that the provincial government would continue 
to mobilise the private sector to contribute to the fund.

“We wish to commend ABSA for partnering with the 

provincial government to make the programme a
success. Our engagements with this financial 
institution culminated in them pledging to allocate 
a R70 million loan dedicated to further supporting 
youth-owned enterprises that may require more funds 
than what government has allocated from the seed 
funding," said Premier Zikalala. The Premier's announce-
ment of the beneficiaries was met with excitement.

One of the beneficiaries, Mr Thabiso Nxumalo who owns 
Kenako Roofing, could barely contain his joy as he re-
counted the struggles that had brought him this far.  “We 
really commend the provincial government for assisting 
us with funding. It will make a huge difference. We have 
been struggling to find funding for a very long time. What 
the government has done shows that we have a caring 
government that strongly believes in empowering young 
people,” said Mr Nxumalo. His business currently employs 
three people and is looking to expand in order to meet 
the market demand for its service. Mr Nxumalo’s business 
manufactures and supplies steel gauge roof trusses which 
are mainly used by the low cost housing sector.

KwaZulu-Natal government awarded grants totalling R71.4 million to 55 youth owned business enterprises.
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MEC Ravi Pillay, has emphasized the importance fostering social cohesion and addressing economic inequalities society. 

MEC Pillay said this while speaking at four events to commemorate 159 years since the arrival of the first group of indentured Indian 
workers in South Africa.

The events were held at the Shri Mariammen Temple in Mt Edgecombe; the Aryan Benevolent Home in Chatsworth; 
the Shree Veeraboga Emperumal Temple in uThongathi and at the Verulam Day and Frail Care Centre. 

He reminded audiences that in recent years, the KZN government had in the past commissioned two reports 
into the root causes of tensions in society. Both reports had concluded that the tensions in society has its roots in 

economic inequalities. He said while there is an argument that there will be no social cohesion until economic

 inequalities are addressed, he believes this is not an either-or situation. “We have to attend to both tasks simultaneously. 

Indeed you will not get one without the other,” he said. Pillay, a champion of social cohesion, implored South Afri-
cans to unite behind a non-racial message and vision in the interest of generations to come. “Non-racialism will not be 
built by speeches and theoretical analysis. It requires working on the ground, shoulder to shoulder building trust and re-
spect for each other. Where that is already happening, we must encourage and strengthen those particular efforts.” 

The MEC also paid tribute to many outstanding South Africans from the Indian community who had made valuable contribu-
tions in the country. He also warned against any feeling of inferiority and equally of superiority saying: “I refuse to be inferior to 
anyone, Steve Biko taught me that. I claim no superiority, my religion teaches me that. But I will claim my space and I encour-
age all young people to do precisely that in whatever field they might be in.” He slammed those who seem hellbent to divide 
South Africa saying he was convinced that their sentiments did not represent the views held by the majority of South Africans. 

“The vast majority in our country wants us to unite, wants us to work 
towards a common vision of growing our country as Nelson Mandela would have wanted it.”

Fostering Social Cohesion and Addressing Economic Inequalities in Society
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GALLERY
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